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SPAIN
Useful materials

« Childhood and rights: from the patronage to the child lawyer»
by Laura Rodriguez.
« Juveniles criminal responsibility: substantive and procedural aspects » by Rosario Fernandez.

INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ICCPR
CRC
OP3 CRC
Soft Law Instruments

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK
Ratified Conventions
ECHR
EUCFR
ECSR
EU Directives
Dir. 2010/64
Dir. 2012/13
Dir. 2013/48
Dir. 2016/800
Dir. 2016/1919
EU Soft Law Instruments
ECHR Jurisprudence
EUCJ Jurisprudence

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
N/A
N/A
N/A
Yes
Barbera, Messegue and Jabardo v. Spain (violation of a fair and public hearing) + national decisions.
No

NATIONAL FRAMEWORK
Legislation

Constitution/ Const (1978): right to be defended and assisted by a lawyer.
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MACR
Access to a lawyer
No distinction
access/assistance
Assistance by a lawyer
NO WAIVER

Information
Interpretation/Translation
Free legal aid system

Youth lawyer

Best interest of the child

Relationship lawyer-minor
client

Law on minors criminal liability/LORPM (2000)
Criminal Law/CP (1995)
Free legal assistance law/LAJG (1996)
14 years
14 to 18 years criminally liable.
Yes
Child can waive the right to choose a lawyer.
Yes (Const)
Choice of lawyer
Child or representatives.
If no lawyer ➔ public defender (ex officio lawyer appointed).
Legal aid defence
Yes
Yes
Authorities are obliged to inform the arrested suspect in a clear and comprehensive way.
Yes
Administration covers the costs.
Yes
The system is organised locally under the coverage of the local aid system.
Financed by the Ministry of Justice, funds transferred to National Bar Association which distributes
them to the local bar associations.
Certificate lawyers may ask reimbursement of fees and expenses.
In practice: great delay of payment.
Free legal aid for minors
Yes
The local bar associations have sections specialized in minors ➔ ex officio appointed lawyers.
Role and mandate
Free designated lawyers: No official recognition for lawyers who are specialized in child or juvenile
law. Any practicing lawyer is entitled to carry out a proceeding involving children, without requiring
a specialization or degree of experience on the matter.
Ex officio lawyers need to be registered on the juveniles list and have completed a specialization
course.
Choice of the lawyer
Yes – but not when the lawyer is appointed ex officio.
Specialized training
Yes
Only for public defenders (free legal ex officio lawyer): three years of professional experience and
completion of a specialization course.
Training provided by the Bar Associations and differs around the country.
It is not free and is essentially theoretical and juridical.
No: continuous professional training.
N/A: juvenile justice or children’s rights’ education at the University.
Yes
By the court or prosecutor’s office.
Conflict of interest with parents
Yes
A legal guardian will be appointed for the child – this person is different from the lawyer.
First contact
Before the first deposition of the child before Authorities which will introduce the lawyer to the
child.
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Relationship lawyer parents
Relationship lawyer other professionals
Socio legal defence centres

Communication and meetings
Effective assistance before and during the interview(s): recommend the child not to answer certain
questions – but not allowed to suggest answer, talk to the child, sit next to the child, not allowed
to comment the police report.
If child detained: call lawyer without restrictions.
Private and confidential.
No limitation for communication and meetings.
Change lawyer
Yes
Replacement of a legal aid lawyer by a private lawyer.
Complaint to the free legal commission of the local bar associations.
N/A
N/A
Training
Judges and prosecutors specialized in minor’s criminal proceedings.
Justice social services
Fundación Raíces (private)
National monitoring mechanisms
Ombudsman
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